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Executive Summary

• Different types of missions have different key traits – Payload cost to 
Spacecraft cost ratios, for example

• Once we understand those key relationships, we can assign a mission 
that we’re planning or assessing to the right cluster

• Then, using the known relationships within that cluster, we can 
estimate and assess a lot about our test mission

• Once the clustering analysis is performed, doing the above only 
requires enough inputs to assign the test mission to the right cluster
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Payload$    Spacecraft$
Total.Mission$   Mission per WBS cost 

per Spacecraft WBS 6.__ Cost

Based on per cluster 
cost allocation models



Key Note

• Model results are generalized

• Specific relationships between key variables per clusters are based 
normalized data

• Sensitive data has been removed

• Principles of interactions between key relationships are presented
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Roadmap

• 1-Minute Cluster Analysis Refresher

• Why Cluster Analysis

• Provides a lot for a little – shows key relationships within clusters, that 
are different across clusters

• Key Relationships Within Clusters

• Cluster Based Tools & Key Relationships in Clusters

• Connecting Key Traits Create Value

• Examples – Estimating and assessing missions 
• Total cost 

• Cost per WBS 

• Cost per WBS 6.__ 

• In-family test 

• Affect on P(cost < cap) based on being in or out of family, given SAME total cost
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1-Minute Cluster Analysis Refresher

Cluster analysis identifies data points with traits that are similar within clusters but different 
across clusters

We identify key mission relationships per cluster (Payload-$ to Spacecraft-$ ratio, etc), assign 
input missions to a cluster, then estimate and asses costs using those relationships
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Centroid Based Clustering
Globular, well behaved data

• Identify potential “centers” of clusters

• Assign points to the cluster that they’re closest to

• Update centers to account for all of the points 
assigned to them

• Repeat until convergence, record clusters created 
from multiple starts and variance within clusters

• Choose option with tightest clusters (smallest within 
cluster variance)

Density Based Clustering
Non-convex data, works on character recognition

• Identify “distance between points” parameter, P

• When there is a separation greater than P, form a 
new cluster

• Tune parameter to optimize separation between 
groupings
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Why Cluster Analysis

A few inputs give us a lot of information 

With just enough data to assign our input mission to a cluster, we learn a 
lot about that mission because we know the key relationships per cluster

1. Assign input mission to cluster

2. Use unique key relationships within 
that cluster

• Payload-$ to Flight System-$ 
relationships

• WBS allocations
• More

3. Model/Assess expected WBS 
allocation

4. Test for in-family relative to peer 
missions

Works EARLY during mission development 
and QUICKLY during assessment

Our Mission

x1
2

3

Assigned to 
Cluster 2

Now know expected per WBS cost allocation, 
and other important information
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Key Relationships in Clusters

Understanding differences in key relationships between clusters tells 
us about cost risk, and allows for in-family cost assessments

• Average expected total mission and Flight System cost based on 
in-family missions

• Flight System Cost to Payload Cost ratios

• Flight System + Payload to Total Mission Cost relationships

• Cost allocation per WBS at the mission level

• Cost allocation per WBS at the Spacecraft Sybsystem level

Various clustering methods combined with engineering expertise and sanity checks were used to 

determine the clusters with the distinct relationships built into the tools we’ll show. We won’t dive-in to 

the details behind that analysis – we will focus on applying the results to cost estimation and analysis.
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Cluster Based Tools & Key Relationships in Clusters

Key relationships within clusters let us “connect” information

Average expected total mission and Flight System cost based on 
in-family missions

Cost allocation per WBS at the mission level and the Spacecraft 
Sybsystem level

Flight System to Payload profiles

Flight System + Payload  Total Mission Cost 
estimates and relationships

Tool: JAM – JPL Analogy Mission tool

Tool: CAP – Cost Allocation Percent tool

INPUTS: FS+PL, Mission Type

FS+PL cost $M FY16 $ 250 

Total Mission Cost

Mission Type
Earth 
Orbiters

% Reserves 30%

Reserves $ 103 

Total Cost $ 447 

INPUTS: FS+PL, Mission Type

FS+PL cost $M FY16 $ 250 

Total Mission Cost

Mission Type
Inner Plan 
non-Landers

% Reserves 30%

Reserves $ 106 

Total Cost $ 459 

Tool: Bayesian Flight System Estimator,
Per cluster FS+PL  Tot.Cost multiplication factors

Tool: SPACER – Spacecraft to PAyload Cost Estimate Risk

Payload$   Flight System$
Total.Mission$   Mission per WBS cost 

per Spacecraft WBS 6.__ Cost

Based on per cluster 
cost allocation models



Flight System to Payload profiles

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
mission level

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
Spacecraft Sybsystem level
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Connecting Key Traits Create Value

Connecting our tools and key traits lets us get a broad feel for mission 
characteristics easily

Cluster, with 
known traits and 

relationships

Input: What is a typical, medium 

Asteroid/Comet Mission?
Output: What’s the average total cost?

Output: How much $ per WBS

Output: How much $ per Spacecraft Subsystem
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Connecting Key Traits Create Value

Moving down the chain lets us easily get a per WBS and per WBS 6.0 Subsystem 
cost estimate – and we can quickly assess whether a mission is in-family

Flight System to Payload profiles

Flight System + Payload to Total 
Mission Cost relationships

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
mission level

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
Spacecraft Sybsystem level

Cluster, with 
known traits and 

relationships

Input: Payload Cost, 

Destination, Mission Type
Output: How much $ for Flight System

Output: How much $ Total Mission

Output: How much $ per WBS

Output: How much $ per Spacecraft Subsystem



Flight System to Payload profiles

Flight System + Payload to Total 
Mission Cost relationships

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
mission level

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
Spacecraft Sybsystem level
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Input: Have a NASA incentive for a free $20M propulsion system, what can we do?

Output: Given the FS cost, how much Payload is supported? 

Which cluster gives us the most (valuable) science?

Output: Based on FS + Payload, 

which total mission costs are doable?

Output: plug in Propulsion of $20M, and get 

different total Flight System costs per cluster
What Total WBS 6.0 Cost can I expect 

given $20M propulsion? 

• WBS 6.0 = $20M / Propulsion-Percent-Allocation

Given a fixed 
constraint, which 
cluster gives me 
the best value?

Moving up the chain, or taking it in different directions, allows us to perform 
design trades – and to assess the effect of specific subsystem cost changes

Connecting Key Traits Create Value
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Are we in-family?

Focusing on our typical per WBS allocations, we can asses whether a mission is 
in family 

Connecting Key Traits Create Value

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
mission level

Output: How much $ per WBS

Input: Cost cap, or Total Mission Cost

Destination, Mission Type

$500M Ast/Comet Mission Saving ~$15M from cutting a few WBS items…
Are we in-family?

Additional statistical estimates could be made to show how out-of-family a test case is
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Let’s run some test cases

• Results are approximated, based on generalized data

• Small Asteroid/Comet Mission
• Overall per WBS cost allocation based on average cost

• Zoom in on Spacecraft WBS 6.__ costs

• Inner Planetary non-Lander mission 
• Build the mission around a Payload

• Compare the Payload mass and cost to previous missions and studies

• Outer Planetary mission, Risk of breaking cost cap –
• Even with the SAME total cost, how much does being out-of-family reduce the probability of 

being under the cost cap?

• Building a Medium Inner Planetary Lander
• What are typical overall and Flight System costs for medium inner planetary landers?

• How much money should we expect to use to get there? And for our entry system? And for 
our lander itself?

• Will the mission fit the $95M Payload that designers think will fit?

• What would we have to spend, and where would it have to be allocated to fit that payload, 
in order to ensure that we are in-family?

Examples – Estimating and assessing missions
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• Small Asteroid/Comet Mission
• Overall per WBS cost allocation based on average cost

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Small Asteroid/Comet Mission
• Overall per WBS cost allocation based on average cost

• Zoom in on Spacecraft WBS 6.__ costs

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Inner Planetary non-Lander 
• Build the mission around a Payload

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Inner Planetary non-Lander 
• Build the mission around a Payload

• Compare the Payload mass and cost to previous missions and studies

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Outer Planetary mission, Risk of cost < cap
• Even with the SAME total cost, how much does being out-of-family reduce the probability of 

being under the cost cap?

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Building a Medium Inner Planetary Lander
• What are typical overall and Flight System costs for medium inner planetary landers?

• How much money should we expect to use to get there? And for our entry system? And for our lander 
itself?

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Building a Medium Inner Planetary Lander
• What are typical overall and Flight System costs for medium inner planetary landers?

• How much money should we expect to use to get there? And for our entry system? And for our lander itself?

• Will the mission fit the $95M Payload that designers think will fit?

Relationships are based on generalized data
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• Building a Medium Inner Planetary Lander
• What are typical overall and Flight System costs for medium inner planetary landers?

• How much money should we expect to use to get there? And for our entry system? And for our lander itself?

• Will the mission fit the $95M Payload that designers think will fit?

• What would we have to spend, and where would it have to be allocated to fit that payload, in order to 
ensure that we are in-family?

Relationships are based on generalized data



Concluding Summary

• Different types of missions have different key traits – Payload cost to 
Spacecraft cost ratios, for example

• Using the known relationships within each cluster, we can estimate 
and assess a lot about our test mission

• Tying together different models, that stem from key relationships 
within clusters, can be very powerful, and allows us to test being in-
family for potential missions relatively quickly
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Payload$    Spacecraft$
Total.Mission$   Mission per WBS cost 

per Spacecraft WBS 6.__ Cost

Based on per cluster 
cost allocation models



End

Many thanks to Jairus Hihn, Theresa Anderson, Joe Mrozinski, Mike 
DiNicola, Michael Saing – and to NASA, for the support to perform this 
analysis and the opportunity to share and present our work

Questions?
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Payload$    Spacecraft$
Total.Mission$   Mission per WBS cost 

per Spacecraft WBS 6.__ Cost

Based on per cluster 
cost allocation models
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Backup
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Key Relationships in Clusters

Understanding differences in key relationships between clusters tells 
us about cost risk, and allows for in-family cost assessments

• Average expected total mission and Flight System cost based on 
in-family missions

• Flight System Cost to Payload Cost ratios

• Flight System + Payload to Total Mission Cost relationships

• Cost allocation per WBS at the mission level

• Cost allocation per WBS at the Spacecraft Sybsystem level

Various clustering methods combined with engineering expertise and sanity checks were used to 

determine the clusters with the distinct relationships built into the tools we’ll show. We won’t dive-in to 

the details behind that analysis – we will focus on applying the results to cost estimation and analysis.
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How Key Traits Between Clusters are Connected to Create Value

Flight System to 
Payload profiles

This let’s us make trades and estimates 
early in the design process, and verify 
that our costs make sense, and we’re in-
family during assessment

INPUTS: Phases A-D
FS+PL cost $M FY16 $         250 
Total Mission Cost
Mission Type Earth Orbiters
% Reserves 30%
Reserves $       103 
Total $      447 

Flight System + Payload to Total 
Mission Cost relationships

Cost allocation per WBS 
at the mission level

Cost allocation per WBS at the 
Spacecraft Sybsystem level

Tying the key relationships together enables us to use one piece of information, 
combined with the known traits of our cluster – to really understand out mission

Note about estimating a total cost 

based on a subsystem percent 

allocation



1-Minute Cluster Analysis Refresher – additional

Cluster analysis is a lot like linear 
regression

• Generally relies on Euclidian 
distance metric

• Quantitative metrics are used to 
inform choice of inputs

• Possible to over fit data

• Some systems knowledge is 
helpful to chose parameters 
(input vars, sync with 
engineering knowledge)
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Linear Regression Cluster Analysis

Minimized on R-square

P-value, F-statistics

Too many parameters or 
cross-terms can be added

Minimized on within-
cluster-variance

Lower total within cluster 
variance, and changes in 
within cluster variance 
tell us if we should add or 
remove the number of 
clusters to try

Too many clusters or 
variables can be brought 
in (technically, each point 
could be it’s own cluster!)
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Why Cluster Analysis
Cluster based models 

• Tell us a lot about a potential mission with only a few pieces of 
information

• Show us which traits distinguish different types of missions
• Aka have different development cost profiles

• Can be applied EARLY during mission development
• Using very rough cost inputs

• Can be applied QUICKLY during proposed mission assessment
• Using cost cap

Cluster 2 missions have a typical Payload to Flight System ratio for example
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What Key Traits Between Clusters Tell Us

Cost per Flight Element in Multi-FE 
Missions

Cluster analysis groups together or 
distinguishes different types of 
missions or flight elements –

At a higher level, holistic differentiation 
is necessary

To determine what percent of total 
Flight System cost goes to the Probe in 
a Carrier-Probe mission, we’ll use 
simple percent breakdowns

Understanding differences in key relationships between clusters tells 
us about cost risk, and allows for in-family cost assessments

Rover Mission Carrier-Probe Mission

Orbiter Probe Mission

Carrier Descent Entry Rover Carrier           Probe

Carrier     Entry    LanderOrbiter          Probe
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Flagship Outer & Large Inner, Non-Landing Missions?!

OUTER
PLANETARY

INNER
PLANETARY

Flagship

Large/Medium

Large

Medium/Small

Get there cost

Get there cost

Get there cost

Get there cost

Resources for Payload

Resources for Payload

Resources for Payload

Resources for Payload

Flagship Outer Planetary and Large Inner Planetary non-landing missions clump together, based on 
the manner in which both of these cases offer a solid amount of resources for complex Payloads, 
once the ‘getting there’ is addressed.

Regardless of payload cost, assuming relatively similar masses, the get there costs aren’t too 
different, so – if you have more money (Flagship v Large, or Large v. Medium) – the rest of those 
resources go towards the payload, yielding the higher Payload WBS allocation that we see in this 
group.
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